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Semantic Model WG Chair:
open

Semantic Model WG Vice Chair:
open

Semantic Model WG Secretary:
open

Mailing Lists and Document Directory:
PWG General Discussion: pwg@pwg.org
SM WG Discussion: sm3@pwg.org
To Subscribe: http://www.pwg.org/mailhelp.html
SM WG Documents: ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/sm3

Problem Statement:
The Semantic Model workgroup was established to document an abstract model of the PWG approach
to communicating user intent to a printing service. Although the PWG Printing Model was created in
conjunction with IPP, it was believed that using an abstract "PWG Semantic Model" reflecting industrywide agreed upon print semantics in discussions would avoid confusion associated with the specific IPP
protocol and would foster reuse in various network printing environments and standards. The ideas was
that, although specific protocols and even transports may change over the years, the basic information
necessary to convey hardcopy imaging service capability to the user and user intent to the service
would remain fairly constant and reusable.
The second incarnation of the Semantic Model workgroup extended the PWG Semantic Model from
printing to multifunction hardcopy imaging services, including scan, copy, and various version of
facsimile transmission services. The resulting MFD model added the notion of System and Resource
Services, and expanded the model to include service system and device management capability derived
from MIBs. As such, the MFD Model extended the IPP approach well beyond what existed in IPP, and
provided a guide for eventual IPP implementation.
The third incarnation of the Semantic Model workgroup sought to update the MFD model to reflect
actual IPP implementation, and to incorporate Cloud and 3D Print related aspects.
Eventually, it became apparent that the model that was intended to be a comprehensible presentation
of the concepts had become too large, complicated, and unwieldy. Instead of the model itself,
information derived from the model such as the Print Job Ticket were used to communicate the PWG

approach to printing. And as IPP continually evolved and adjusted itself to meet new situations, keeping
the Semantic Model in step became more difficult and resource demanding. These factors, compounded
by industry-wide economic considerations, resulted in deceased member participation and interest in
the Semantic Model. Rather, it was suggested that the IPP workgroup itself should take on the
responsibility of providing a readily communicable representation of newly developed features.
The IPP workgroup has long maintained an IANA registry of attributes and operations. It has recently
demonstrated the ability to present registry information in a XML Schema Definition format similar to
that used for the Semantic Model. With the ability of the IPP workgroup to provide Semantic Model-like
documentation and the difficulty of the Semantic Model workgroup able to do so, there is no reason for
the Semantic Model workgroup to continue activity.

Resolution
The Semantic Model workgroup of the Printer Working Group will herby go into an inactive state
commonly call "hibernation"
1) Because there remains potentially useful information in these directories, the Semantic
Model, MFD and SM3 working group directories on the PWG ftp site will be retained.
2) The SM3 mail list will be retained indefinitely and will be checked for activity by the PWG
Steering committee for a period of at least one year after approval of this charter.
3) The SM3 workgroup will cease periodic meetings, but the PWG Steering committee could
elect to call an SM3 meeting by announcement on the SM3 and PWG Announce mailing
lists.
4) The Semantic Model Workgroup shall be treated as and listed as an inactive workgroup on
the PWG website, and all reference to workgroup officers shall be removed.

